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Axionlike Particles (ALPs) can be produced in the Sun and is a viable candidate to the Cosmo-
logical Dark Matter. It can decay to two photons or interact with matter via Inverse Primakoff
(IP) scattering. We identify inelastic channels to the IP-processes due to atomic excitation and
ionization. Their cross sections are derived with full electromagnetic fields of atomic charge and
current densities, and computed by well-benchmarked atomic many-body methods. Limits on ALP
couplings with the photons are derived. New parameter space of ALP masses between 1 eV to 1 MeV
not accessible to previous laboratory experiments is probed and excluded. The sensitivity reach in
future experimental projects is projected.
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Axions (denoted as a) are hypothetical particles first
introduced to solve the strong CP problem with the spon-
taneous breaking of the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [1–4].
Theoretical and experimental studies later evolve from
the original “QCD axions” to variants generically called
“axionlike particles” (ALPs), whose masses and coupling
strengths with matter are no longer related.

The interaction Lagrangian of an ALP field (φa) with
a photon field (strength tensor as Fµν) and Standard-
Model fermion fields (Ψf , with mass mf ) is generally
written as [5]

LI = −gaγγ
4

φaFµν F̃
µν −

∑
f

gaff
2mf

∂µφaΨf (γµγ5)Ψf ,

(1)
where F̃µν≡ 1

2ε
µνρσFρσ with ε0123=1, and gaγγ (gaff ) de-

notes the strength of ALP-photon (ALP-fermion) cou-
pling. These interaction terms are the foundation of ALP
detection and production.

Sources of ALPs are diverse: they are well-motivated
dark matter (DM) candidates, and can be produced in
astrophysical environments and terrestrial laboratories.
Measureable signatures also cover a wide variety of setups
including micro-wave cavities, solar-ALP helioscopes; in-
direct searches of anomalous electromagnetic radiations
in the universe, as well as constraints from cooling of as-
trophysical objects; and production by colliders or strong
laser (see recent reviews [5–9] and references therein).

Data from the DM direct search experiments can place
constraints to gaγγ and gaff . Through the axio-electric
effect, competitive bounds on the ALP-electron coupling
gaee have been set in 40 eV<ma<O(1 MeV) for DM-
ALPs, and in a smaller mass range with solar-ALPs (see
Ref. [10]). Laboratory constraints on gaγγ , however, are
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of ALP two-photons decay in
vacuum (ΓVaγγ) and the three IP scattering channels in matter,
where kinematics allows one of the photons to be virtual.

comparatively scarce. So far, they are primarily derived
from Bragg scattering of solar-ALPs on crystal targets,
and only applicable to ma<O(1 keV) [11–15]. The main
goal of this work is to expand and improve on the limits
in ma-gaγγ space.

The coupling gaγγ can manifest experimentally as ALP
two-photon decays in vacuum

a→ γ1 + γ2 : ΓVaγγ =
1

64π
g2aγγm

3
a , (2)

where ma is its mass and ΓVaγγ is the decay rate at rest
per ALP. Four detection channels for gaγγ are shown
schematically in Figure 1. When one of the photons be-
comes virtual in a medium and is absorbed by the target
atom A, it gives rise to the Inverse Primakoff (IP) scatter-
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ing [16–23] at four-momentum transfer qµ≡(T, ~q). There
are three IP reaction channels: a+A→

γ +A IPel : elastic scattering
γ +A∗ IPex : atomic excitation
γ +A+ + e− IPion : atomic ionization

. (3)

All four channels involve full conversion or absorption of
the ALPs so that the experimental measurables are the
total energy at Ea. There are no interferences among
them, since all have experimentally distinguishable final
states − two γs for ΓVaγγ , a single γ for IPel, γ plus atomic
de-excitation photons for IPex, and γ plus electron with
atomic transition photons for IPion. At ma much lower
than the nucleus mass scales (GeV), the energy deposi-
tions at detectors are electromagnetic without complica-
tions on their nuclear recoil response.

Existing theoretical studies of IP processes focus on
elastic scattering of ALPs by the Coulomb field of a
target [16–22]. The inclusive sum of all inelastic scat-
tering channels by solar-ALP was recently estimated in
Ref. [23] using the inelastic atomic charge form factor.
We advance further in this work by systematically study-
ing the three IP channels via well-benchmarked atomic
many-body calculations. The axion velocity and total en-
ergy are denoted by, respectively, va and Ea=ma/

√
1−v2a

(both in natural units). Detection of both solar- (va∼1)
and DM-ALPs (va∼10-3) are considered.

The transverse electromagnetic field of the target atom
is studied for the first time. We identify that, to be elab-
orated in what follows, the transverse channel dominates
the IPion cross section for DM-ALP. Consequently, the
experimental observable is a peak at Ea'ma in which
both electron and photon have equal energy at Ea/2.
This distinct signature offers the prospects of smoking-
gun identification, so that gaγγ can be probed with good
sensitivity at ma above detector thresholds.

The evaluation of the double differential cross sections
of the ALP IP processes builds on our earlier work of
incorporating the atomic many-body physics effects to
low energy neutrino [24–26] and DM [27, 28] interactions
with matter:

d2σ

dTdΩ
=
αemg

2
aγγ

16π

Ea − T
vaEa

(
VL

(q2)2
RL +

VT
(Q2)2

RT

)
,

(4)
where αem is the fine structure constant, q2 and
Q2=T 2−q2 are the three- and four-momentum transfer
squared, respectively. The full unpolarized atomic re-
sponse consists of the longitudinal and transverse com-
ponents, RL and RT , both being functions of T and q2
and given by:

RL/T =
∑
F

∑
I

|〈F |ρ/~j⊥|I〉|2 δ (EI − EF − T ) , (5)

which arise from the charge ρ and transverse current den-
sity ~j⊥, respectively. The initial state |I〉 corresponds to

the ground state of the target atom, while the choice of
final state |F 〉 depends on the IP interaction channels:
ground state, excited states and the continuum for IPel,
IPex and IPion, respectively.

To fully exhibit the pole structure of the photon prop-
agator, which is crucial in cross section calculations, the
corresponding kinematic factors VL and VT are expressed
in powers of q2 and Q2, respectively:

VL = 2 [E2
a −m2

a + (Ea − T )2] q2 − (q2)2 (6)
− (T 2 − 2EaT +m2

a)2 ,

VT = m4
a +

Q2

2q2
[
(m4

a − 4m2
aEaT ) (7)

+ (2m2
a + 4E2

a − 4EaT + 2T 2) Q2 − (Q2)2
]
.

The familiar Coulomb pole q2=0 is realized in the longi-
tudinal component only at the forward angle θ=0 under
T=Ea(1−va). The resulting single pole in VL/(q2)2 (that
is, as the last term of Eq. 6 vanishes identically at q2→0)
is usually regulated by introducing a detector target-
dependent Coulomb screening factor [17, 18, 21, 22, 29].
We point out that this is automatically realized by the
neutrality of atoms such that RL starts at the order of
q2, as demonstrated in Table 1 of Ref. [23] for IPel or in
the wave function orthogonality in IPex and IPion.

The transverse component VT /(Q2)2 does exhibit a
double pole structure at Q2=0 for finite ma. The kine-
matics of the incoming ALP and outgoing photon

Q2 = m2
a − 2Ea(Ea − T )(1− va cos θ) , (8)

makes it possible to have Q2 vary from time-like to space-
like as the scattering angle increases at, for example,
va�1, Ea≈ma and T≈ma/2, which are the conditions
for non-relativistic DM-ALPs. As the virtual photon is
absorbed by the target, the kinematics of the target final
state further limits the available Q2-space. In general,
Q2≤0 for IPel, and can be both space- and time-like for
IPex and IPion.

To regulate the transverse photon pole, we improve the
approach of Ref. [30] by modifying the photon propagator
according to the complex refractive index of the detector
materials. This results in a change in Eq. (4) via

1

(Q2)2
→ 1

(Q2−Λ2
T /4)2 + T 2Λ2

T

, (9)

where the photon attenuation coefficient ΛT≡nAσγ(T )
is expressed in terms of target number density nA and
photo-absorption cross section σγ(T ). At T above
typical experimental threshold of 100 eVee (electron-
equivalence energy is used to denote detector response),
nA∼1022 cm-3 and σγ(T ).106 barn, so that ΛT is not
larger than a few eV, and TΛT∼(102−104) eV2. The
shift in the pole position is therefore not significant. The
real refractive index is taken to be 1, which is a good
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Differential event rates per ton-year of exposure for
the four detection channels in liquid xenon, taking the case of
gaγγ=10-10 GeV-1 and ma=100 eV as illustration: (a) DM-
ALPs as function of va, with the fractional deviations ∆ be-
tween EPA and COMP calculations for IPion; (b) Solar-ALPs
versus total energy Ea − the spikes at low Ea correspond to
the kinematic regime where the ALPs are non-relativistic.

approximation for X- and γ-ray photons. Refined treat-
ments of photons at lower and near-resonance energies
are subjects of future studies.

Evaluation of the transverse contribution for IPion
can be simplified with an equivalent photon approx-
imation (EPA) similar to that of Ref. [30], via: (i)
setting VL=0, (ii) keeping only the terms with m4

a in
VT of Eq. 7, and (iii) substituting the transverse re-
sponse RT (T, q) by the photo-absorption cross section
RT (T, q)≈Tσγ(T )/(2π2αem). Eq. 4 can then be inte-
grated to give the single differential cross section (SDCS),

TABLE I. Event rates of the four detection channels in liquid
xenon for DM- and solar-ALPs, at gaγγ=10-10 GeV-1. Vac-
uum decay ΓVaγγ is evaluated from Eq. 2, while the three IP
channels follow Eq. 5 with different final states |F 〉. For IPex,
only the dominant final states by electric dipole excitations
are included.

Event Rates (ton-1year-1)
Detection Channels

ma ΓVaγγ IPel IPex IPion

DM-ALP
1 eV 2.5×10-4 O(10-14) 0 0
1 keV 250 1.7×10-5 1.6×10-3 500
1 MeV 2.5×108 9.9×10-5 2.2×10-10 5.0×108

solar-ALP
1 meV O(10-27) 7.0×10-2 2.9×10-4 8.1×10-3

1 eV O(10-15) 7.0×10-2 2.9×10-4 8.1×10-3

1 keV 3.9×10-3 7.0×10-2 2.9×10-4 1.6×10-2

in which the leading order contribution for IPion is:[
dσ

dT

]IPion

EPA

=
g2aγγ
32π2

σγ
ΛT

m4
a

v2aE
2
a

tan-1
[
Q2−Λ2

T /4

TΛT

] ∣∣∣∣Q2
max

Q2
min

.

(10)
The 1/ΛT dependence is the consequence of the linear di-
vergence resulting from the double pole. Together with
σγ , it leads to a SDCS suppression by 1/nA. In addi-
tion, the factor m4

a/(v
2
aE

2
a)=m2

a(1−v2a)/v2a favors IPion
cross sections by non-relativistic (va�1) ALPs of large
ma. Furthermore, the tan-1 value approaches π when
|Q2|�TΛT at its extrema. In such cases, the SDCS is
a T -independent constant, bounded by T∼ma(1± va)/2
for non-relativistic va�1.

The case of gaγγ=10-10 GeV-1 and ma=0.1 keV in liq-
uid xenon detectors is used as illustration. Depicted
in Figures 2a&b are the differential event rates of the
four detection channels per ton-year exposure for, respec-
tively, two sources: (i) relic DM-ALPs with flux given
by the standard halo model [31] with: v0=220 km s-1,
vE=232 km s-1, vesc=544 km s-1, and ρχ=0.3 GeV cm-3,
and (ii) solar-ALPs with flux given by the Primakoff pro-
duction in the Sun [32].

In the case of DM-ALPs in Figure 2a, the ra-
tio of differential rates between IPion and ΓVaγγ is
about 2 while T∼ma(1±va)/2. The origin is that
IPion and ΓVaγγ differ only in their different final
states. Two real photons are emitted in ΓVaγγ while,
as shown by the pole structure of Eq. 9, the target
in IPion can absorb one of the emitted photons as
virtual intermediate states. The fractional deviations
∆ (≡ |IPion[EPA]−IPion[COMP]| /IPion[COMP]) of the
dominant IPion channel in DM-ALP between EPA and
complete (COMP) calculations at several selected values
of ma are depicted as the black data points, demonstrat-
ing EPA is a valid description to an accuracy of <3%.
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FIG. 3. Signal detection efficiency for DM-ALPs for
the leading ΓVaγγ and IPion channels as function of Ea in
XENON1T [35] and TEXONO [34] (inset) experiments. Effi-
ciencies due to full absorption (FA) are applicable to both ex-
periments, while single-hit (SH) selection applies in addition
to XENON1T. Signatures for solar-ALPs are below 20 keVee,
and the efficiency is close to unity.

Summarized in Table I are the integral event rates
for DM- and solar-ALPs at different ma’s, taking
gaγγ=10-10 GeV-1 as illustration. The cross sections of
the four channels all vary with g2aγγ while the solar-ALP
flux has an additional g2aγγ-dependence in its production.
DM-ALPs are non-relativistic. The leading channel is
IPion above the ionization threshold (12 eVee for Xe) in
which the SDCS varies as m2

a from Eq. 10 while the to-
tal cross section scales with m3

a. ΓVaγγ is the sub-leading
channel with half the rates, and becomes the leading one
below the IPion threshold. Conversely, solar-ALPs are
mostly relativistic. The leading channel is IPel and in-
sensitive to ma. Contributions by ΓVaγγ are negligible,
suppressed by time dilation and other factors.

The following data sets are adopted for analysis to de-
rive constraints on the (ma, gaγγ) plane:

1. TEXONO data with (a) point-contact germa-
nium detector at 300 eVee−12 keVee [33], and
(b) high-purity germanium detector at 12 keVee

to 3000 keVee [34], selected for having both low
threshold and high energy (MeVee) reach yet with
detectors of excellent energy resolution (1.98 keVee

at 1 MeVee) for spectral peak detection.

2. XENON1T “S2-only” data with liquid xenon at
1.5−207 keVee [35, 36], selected for its large expo-
sure while having low threshold and background.
The background is well-modelled and understood,
and is subtracted for ALP searches.

The DM-ALPs are non-relativistic and interact pre-
dominantly via the ΓVaγγ and IPion channels, the signa-
tures of which are Gaussian peaks at ma on the total en-
ergy depositions over the continuum background spectra.

(a)
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FIG. 4. Exclusion plot in (ma, gaγγ) at 90% CL, showing the
solar-ALP and DM-ALP bounds from TEXONO [33, 34] and
XENON1T [35, 36] experiments. For DM-ALPs, (a) ΓVaγγ
and IPion are presented separately in (a) and as combined
limits in (b). The astrophysical bounds [7, 37] are the light
shaded regions in (b), while the predicted bands for QCD
axions [38] are in yellow. Superimposed are the current con-
straints from solar-ALPs with Bragg scattering [14, 15] and
helioscope [39] experiments, as well as the sensitivity reaches
of the DARWIN project [40] at standard SH-selection and
zero-background scenarios.

Current DM data focuses on “single-hit” events uncor-
related to veto signals from other detector components.
Signal efficiencies of having final-state emissions with full
absorption (FA) in the detectors and tagged as single-hit
(SH) events have to be evaluated. These differ among
the two channels with their different final-states: ΓVaγγ is
with both γ’s each having energy of Ea/2; while IPion
has an electron and a photon each at Ea/2. In the case
of liquid xenon detector, this requirement implies that
the final states are fully absorbed within a distance cor-
responding to the spatial resolution (σx,y=0.8 cm and
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σz=0.3 cm at 1 MeVee [36]) away from the vertices. The
energy dependence of signal efficiencies in both channels
are depicted in Figure 3. For solar-ALPs which are rela-
tivistic, IPel with a one-photon final state is the dominant
channel. Signatures are continuous distributions with the
ALP spectra convoluted with IPel cross sections. Signal
efficiency for single-hit data selection is close to unity at
this low (<20 keVee) energy.

With detection efficiencies taken into account, the ex-
clusion regions at 90% confidence level (CL) of the lead-
ing channels (ΓVaγγ and IPion for DM-ALP and IPel for
solar-ALP) from the TEXONO and XENON1T experi-
ments are presented in Figure 4a. The solar-ALP con-
straints and the combined limits of both detection chan-
nels for DM-ALPs are displayed in Figure 4b, together
with astrophysical bounds [7, 37] and predictions from
QCD-axion models [38]. The IPel channel with solar-
ALPs improves on gaγγ over the Bragg-scattering con-
straints from CDMS [14] and EDELWEISS [15]. It also
extends ma range to be probed from 1 eV to O(keV) be-
yond the reach of the CAST helioscope experiment [39].
In DM-ALP searches, new regions not accessible to
other laboratory experiments in O(keV)<ma<O(MeV)
are probed and excluded by IPion and ΓVaγγ .

The leading IPion channel in DM-ALP searches offers
very distinct signatures: an electron and a photon with
equal energy originated from a common vertex. This
can be used for further background suppression while re-
taining good signal efficiency. The projected sensitivi-
ties of the next generation liquid xenon project DAR-
WIN [40] at 200 ton-year exposure and 50 eVee threshold
are superimposed in Figure 4b, showing one with typical
single-hit selection with the projected background sub-
tracted, and another with an idealized zero-background
all-multiplicity measurement.
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